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Stopelon is a community-
driven movement to 
STOP the biggest market 
manipulator of them all.
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What is Stopelon?

WHY DO WE NEED TO STOP ELON MUSK?

Elon Musk is infamous for irresponsibly manipulating the cryptocurrency market with his Twitter 
account. On May 13th 2021, he tweeted that Tesla would cease to accept Bitcoin as payment 
causing a massive crash across the entire crypto market.

Anyone with even a shred of critical thinking sees through his lies. He has been trying to pump 
crypto for ages, tweeting about it to end, and even going on Saturday Night Live as a last resort 
to get Dogecoin up. It was ridiculous.

He’s toying with people’s portfolio like candy, like the narcissistic billionaire he is and always will be.

We said ENOUGH! Hence, we created Stopelon.
All you have to do to JOIN THE MOVEMENT is BUY and HODL!

http://stopelon.space


Our goal is 
to own a ⅔ voting 
supermajority in Tesla 
and fire Elon Musk.
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Stopelon Goal

We can do this by establishing a “Stopelon Voting Trust” which will effectively allow our 
developers to acquire shares under this trust with the marketing wallet.

Additionally, Tesla shareholders who agree with our message can pledge their shares to the trust 
or on our future staking platform. They will be rewarded individuals who are a part of the trust 
with Stopelon, and will be working out logistics once it is in place.

Once we achieve ⅔ supermajority we will use our voting power to support workers rights and 
allow for unionization which has been blocked for years. Our ability to control Tesla would also  
allow us to re-enable Bitcoin purchases for vehicles and commit company resources to improving 
green energy solutions for Bitcoin mining.
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Stopelon Features

 SOLID TOKENOMICS

· Deflationary token with fixed supply
· 10% fees on each transaction are taxed and redistributed
 between the Liquidity Pool and all Holders.

 NFTS & MERCHANDISING

 NFT segment will be divided into 2 categories:
· FREE NFT AIRDROP TO ALL HOLDERS: every month, holders will be 
 airdropped a specific NFT rarity based on holding ranking.
· OFFICIAL NFT MARKET: working with partnered artists to
 provide exclusive and time-limited STOPELON NFT.

 Merchandise store:
· Everyone who wants to join our movement will be able to proudly 
 represent Stopelon and spread awareness of it everywhere.

 A significant portion of profit from the merchandise store and NFT 
 program will be used to buyback tokens and burn them forever!

 UPCOMING FEATURES

 All upcoming features will be detailed at a later stage.
· Staking platform to stake STOPELON to earn BNB.
· Staking platform to stake $TSLA shares to earn STOPELON.
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1 Trillion $STOPELON
were initially minted.
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Stopelon Tokenomics

43% were burned to make it deflationary 
(sent to BSC dead address) 
Manual and automatic burns will be done throughout the movement’s existence.

5% were sent to our Marketing Wallet

5% were sent to our Developer Wallet

47% were used to create our Liquidity Pool

No new tokens will be minted/created.
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CURRENT TAX DISTRIBUTION

This current distribution setting is necessary to grow our LP to Market Cap ratio to support a 
resilient price floor at the beginning of the project. In order to make sure our holders are not 
penalized by this initial taxation while growing our LP, we decided to exclude the Burn Wallet 
(48%), the Marketing Wallet (5%) and the Dev Wallet (5%) from the Reward.

Thus, the 2% are split to only 40% of the total supply, making an effective ~5% reward to holders 
(instead of the future 6%).

TARGET TAX DISTRIBUTION

Once we have achieved a solid LP to MC ratio (our target is 10%), we will redistribute 6% to holders 
and 4% to LP.

We will enable “automatic burning” by including the burn wallet in the redistribution at this point.

10% Tax
distribution
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Stopelon Tokenomics

2% Holders8% Liquidity Pool

6% Holders4% Liquidity Pool
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Monthly NFT Rewards
for all Holders
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Stopelon NFT Rewards

* Dead Wallet, Marketing Wallet, Dev Wallet and Stopelon LP Contract will be excluded from the ranking.

In an effort to drive our movement forward and to ensure that our holders are not only rewarded
with tax distribution, we are now unveiling our first NFT segment: monthly time-limited and
exclusive NFT featuring prominent figures of our modern history!

Every month, holders will receive an NFT based on their holding ranking*:

Ranking will be decided through a random snapshot taken within the last 3 days of the month,
and definitive ranking will be published within the first 2 days of the new month!

Top 10 Diamond Tier NFT engraved with individual ranking
Top 100 Gold Tier NFT
Top 1K Silver Tier NFT
Top 10K Bronze Tier NFT
Top 100K Stone Tier NFT
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